We study the spreading of cell aggregates deposited on adhesive substrates decorated with microparticles (MPs). A cell monolayer expands around the aggregate. The cells on the periphery of the monolayer take up the MPs, clearing the substrate as they progress and forming an aureole of cells filled with MPs. We study the dynamics of spreading and determine the width of the aureole and the level of MP internalization in cells as a function of MP size, composition, and density. From the radius and width of the aureole, we quantify the volume fraction of MPs within the cell, which leads to an easy, fast, and inexpensive measurement of the cell -particle internalization.
1
. We study here how cell aggregates interact with an environment polluted by inert particles. This study was prompted by recent reports on the effects of nanoparticles on the migration of single cells and 2D-cell sheets. Single cells migrating on a substrate coated with gold nanoparticles (NP) were shown to "vacuum-clean" the sedimented NPs with their leading edge. They left behind them a trail devoid of particles. As the cells engulf the NPs, their migration properties changed noticeably 2 . When a cell aggregate is deposited on an adhesive substrate, it spreads by forming a cellular monolayer that progressively expands around the aggregate. We have described the dynamics of spreading by analogy with the spreading of stratified droplets 1 . We adopted this experimental/theoretical approach to assess the effect of particles on the migration of cells from 3D-aggregates. We used aggregates of Ecad-GFP cells, a mouse sarcoma cell line (S180) transfected to express E-cadherin-GFP 3 and monitored their spreading on a fibronectin-coated substrate covered with microparticles (MP). Three types of MPs were employed: (i) PsAmine200, polystyrene particles with amine surface groups (hydrodynamic diameter d = 0.8 μm); (ii) PsCarbo1000, polystyrene particles with carboxylate surface groups (d = 1 μm), and (iii) SiO 2 Carbo1000, silica particles with carboxylate surface groups (d = 1 μm). The spreading of the aggregates was recorded as a function of the time after deposition on a substrate covered with a precisely known MP surface density.
Before analyzing the spreading of aggregates on MP-coated substrates, we recall the dynamics of an aggregate spreading on a bare substrate. As a cell aggregate is deposited on an adhesive (fibronectin) substrate, it spreads by forming a cellular monolayer, the precursor film, that progressively expands around the aggregate. The dynamics of spreading of the precursor film 4 results from the balance between the driving forces S due to the motile cells on the periphery of the film, and the friction forces associated with two types of flow: (i) the permeation corresponding to the entry of cells from the aggregates into the film and (ii) the slippage as the film expands. The dissipation due to the permeation and the sliding film can be written as 
where R is the radius of the precursor film, R L is the radius of the contact line between the aggregate and the precursor film which is nearly equal to the aggregate radius R 0 ,  RR R / L is the velocity at the contact radius R L , η is the tissue viscosity, k is the friction coefficient of the cell aggregate with the substrate, and ξ is the width of the permeation region. The permeation is dominant if η /R L > k ln(R/R L ). This is the case of cell aggregates when the bulk viscosity η is much higher than the sliding viscosity 5 . The balance between the friction force f V deduced from Eq.
) and the driving force S leads to: 
where A is the spread area and V * = 2π S/η is the typical spreading velocity. The law of spreading is diffusive, with a diffusion coefficient D = V * R 0 proportional to the radius of the aggregate and to the velocity V * . Our aim is to investigate how the presence of particles changes the wetting behavior of the cellular aggregate.
Results
Preparation and characterization of MP-covered substrates. Fibronectin-coated glass slides were placed in the observation chamber of an optical microscope and immersed in cell culture medium. After a few minutes, MP suspensions of different concentrations were added to the medium and allowed to settle on the glass substrate. The sedimentation of MPs dispersed in water is characterized by the sedimentation length Table S1 . If l S is smaller than the MP size, (e.g. the case of SiO 2 CO 2 H), all MPs fall to the bottom of the observation chamber and the surface density v of sedimented particles is v = CH, where C is the particle concentration in the suspension and H is the height of the observation chamber, typically 4 mm. The corresponding surface fraction is
In the case of l S larger than d, the MP surface concentration is smaller than predicted by the previous expression and must be measured optically. Substrates with MP surface fraction φ S ranging from 10 −2 to 1.5 were prepared by adjusting the concentration of the initial MP suspension. In the case of heavy particles, values of φ S > 1 were attained, corresponding to several layers of MPs deposited on the substrate.
Observation of aggregates spreading on MP-coated substrates. Cellular aggregates, ~150 µm in size, were introduced into the chamber. Their spreading on the substrate was visualized by bright field microscopy and epifluorescence (see Figs 1 to 3). We present in Fig. 1 micrographs of aggregates deposited on SiO 2 Carbo1000-coated substrates with MP surface density ranging from 0.04 (top row) to 1.42 (bottom row). Micrographs on each row display the evolution of the aggregate from time = 0 (left) to time = 15 h (right). Some general features emerge and are represented schematically in Fig. 4 : (1) the radius, R, of the precursor film increases with time, (2) an aureole of darker cells appears on the periphery of the precursor film, and (3) the area of the precursor film inside the aureole appears much brighter than the overall substrate coating, suggesting that the MPs on the substrate are internalized by the leading cells. Similar trends were observed for aggregates deposited on substrates covered with PSCarbo1000 ( Fig. 2) or PSAmine200 (Fig. 3) . The aureoles surrounding the precursor films are visualized by the red emission of the labeled MPs. To confirm that the MPs are internalized by the leading cells, we observed cells on the periphery of the precursor film by confocal fluorescence microscopy. Confocal micrographs of cells on the periphery of aggregates deposited on PsCarb1000-treated substrates are presented in Fig. 5 (see also Figure S2 ). The cells cytoskeleton and E-cadherin were stained in green and the nucleus was stained in blue. The distinctively red-emitting MPs appear throughout the cytoplasm of the cells. A few MPs are seen adsorbed on the outer cell membrane.
Dynamics of the aggregate spreading as a function of the MP surface density. The radius R and the spreading area A of the precursor film were determined as a function of time and MP surface density for the three types of MPs. Plots of the spreading area A versus time are presented in Figs 1G, 2D, and 3E, for SiO 2 Carbo1000, PsCarbo1000, and PsAmine200, respectively. The A versus time relationship is linear in all cases, in agreement with Eq. [2] . The spreading velocity values, V*, were estimated from this relationship and plotted as a function of MP surface density values (Figs 1H, 2E, and 3F for the three types of MPs and Videos S1-S3). For SiO 2 Carbo1000 (Fig. 1H) and PsCarbo1000 (Fig. 2E) , V * increases with φ S up to a certain value of φ S and remains constant upon further increase of φ S . For SiO 2 Carbo1000, V * increases from (4.9 ± 0.9) × 10 −2 to V * = (9.6 ± 1.1) × 10 −2 µm/s, the plateau value is attained for φ S = 0.6. For PsCarbo1000, the spreading velocity V * versus φ S increases up to a plateau value V * = (8.8 ± 1.7) × 10 −2 µm/s corresponding to φ = . 0 6
S P
. The increase of the velocity V * is related to the increase in substrate roughness due to MPs deposition. An increase of the cell-substrate interface leads to an increase in the spreading parameter S, which can be written as Suspensions of PsAmine200 in cell medium tend to flocculate when the MP concentration increases, as shown in Fig. S3 (see values in Table S1 ). The formation and deposition of flocs on the substrate may explain the different behavior of PsAmine200 MPs, compared to the carboxylated MPs SiO 2 Carbo100 and PsCarbo1000. S1 ) indicate that the MPs density inside the aureole is constant. Δ increases linearly with R and with the density φ S of MPs. For large φ S the darkness of the aureole (Fig. S1) is very pronounced, which we take as an indication that the MPs are not only internalized by cells but also adsorbed on the cell membrane as observed in Fig S2. The formation of the aureole in the case of low MP concentration and its extension at long times in the case of all MP concentrations are analyzed by a model used successfully in our previous studies of the cell internalization of PsCarbo, PsAmine, and silica nanoparticles (NP) 6 . We demonstrated that as one increases the NP concentration in a suspension of cells, the NPs are internalized by the cells up to a concentration C is. , above which, NPs adsorb on the cell's membrane.
Δ can be derived from the volume conservation of MPs, which are either internalized by cells or adsorbed on the cell membrane (above a threshold φ s * ). The number of MPs in the aureole is equal to the number of MPs that have been cleared from the substrate, leading to:
where C i is the MP concentration inside the cell, C S the MP surface concentration on the cell membrane, A cell the projected cell area, and V cell the volume of the cell. For the first row of cells Δ = d cell (=22 μm, as determined experimentally, see Methods), C i increases up to C is , which defines the radius R c of the aureole above which the leading cells are full of particles. R c is therefore given by Eq. [3] with Δ = d cell , Cs = 0, C i = C is . It may be written as: It corresponds to the number of clusters of particles in the case of PsAmine200 particles.
Particles

Volume fraction of beads
Volume fraction of the nucleus
PsAmine200 (n = 6) 0.11 ± 0.04 0.28 ± 0.05 PsCarbo1000 (n = 10) 0.12 ± 0.05 0.24 ± 0.05 Table 2 . Cell volume fraction of the nucleus and ϕ is internalized by the cells at the periphery of the film, obtained from analysis of confocal micrographs.
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c s is µm. A simple measurement of R c for a given φ S gives a straightforward approximation of ϕ is . Typically, R c ~ 106 µm for φ S = 0.22, leading to ϕ is = 0.17.
For R larger than R c , Eq. [3] with ϕ i = ϕ is leads to:
where ϕ s is the MPs surface fraction adsorbed on the cell membrane. Equation [5] indicates that Δ increases linearly with R, as observed experimentally. Plots of Δ/R versus φ S are presented in Fig. 6D . For small φ S (φ S0 , see Table 1 ), Δ/R increases linearly and all particles are internalized. A fit of the data with Eq. [5] with ϕ s = 0 leads to value of ϕ is for each type of MPs. For larger φ S values, Δ/R values reach a plateau, implying that MPs are not only internalized, but are also adsorbed on the cells membrane. The plateau of Δ/R versus φ S leads to a linear relationship between ϕ S and φ S above a threshold value, φ S0 . The data are fitted by ϕ S = a(φ S − φ S0 ). The plateau value Δ/R = 0.3 is the same for all types of MPs, leading to a = 0.9. We give in Table 1 the values of ϕ is and ϕ S versus φ S for the 3 types of MPs. We also give the total number of particles internalized, n i, and adsorbed, n s , by each cell. n = n i + n s represents the total number of particles captured by each cell in the aureole. Using our model, we find ϕ is values for MPs a hundred times larger than the ϕ is values previously obtained for NPs 7 . MPs occupy a cell volume fraction on the order of 0.1 (see Table 2 ), a value close to the volume fraction occupied by the cell nucleus (0.25) (see Table 2 ).
We confirmed the validity of these estimates by confocal microscopy. Z-stack micrographs of cells on the periphery of the precursor film spreading around aggregates deposited on a substrate with PsCarbo1000 and PsAmine200 (φ s = 0.2) were taken every 0.25 µm ( Figure S2 ). We calculate the volumes of the beads, of the nuclei, and of the cells from the Z-stack micrographs separated by 0.25 µm. The volumes are calculated by summing elementary volumes between two successive images defined as the area (A bead , A nucleus , and A cell , respectively) times 0.25 µm. In the case of amine200 MPs, there is a discrepancy by a factor of two between the volume fraction of beads obtained using the spreading experiment with our model and the volume fraction of beads obtained from the confocal experiments. In contrast, the two values are in good agreement for PsCarbo1000. These results are attributed to differences in the stability of PsCarbo1000 and PsAmine200 suspensions in cell culture medium. PsAmine particles flocculate and form large aggregates, which cannot be internalized and may be adsorbed on the cells (see Figure S4 ). The PsCarbo1000 suspensions are stable, with no sign of flocculation upon standing.
The volume fraction of MPs found inside the cells on the film periphery is consistent with the mechanism of phagocytosis that controls MPs internalization. The engulfment of MPs by the cell membrane involves actin polymerization 8, 9 . The characteristic internalization time depends on the shape, size, and surface chemistry of the MPs. For instance, the internalization time of silica microspheres increases from 1.5 to 4.3 minutes when their diameter increases from 1.85 to 3 µm
10
. Similar internalization times are measured for latex microspheres (2.5 min for MPs with a 2 µm diameter) 10 . Cells can internalize beads as large as 5 µm by this mechanism. The cell volume fraction occupied by such beads can be very large, 10% for a cell engulfing three 5-µm beads 10 . Unlike MPs, NPs enter cells by pinocytosis:
10 they are internalized in endosomes through a rapid and saturable clathrin-mediated process with a characteristic time τ ≈ 2 min 11, 12 . The maximal volume fraction of the cell occupied by the NPs is on order 2 × 10 −3 regardless of the particle size 7, 13 .
Discussion
We have observed the clearing of particles by migrating cells during the spreading of cellular aggregates. In preliminary studies, we observed that such large MPs are pushed away by the spreading film. Activated by the cells through energy transfer during collisions, the MPs then behave like Brownian particles. The physics is completely different and will be discussed in a separate paper. As it has been shown that the internalization time of soft beads is much longer than in the case of rigid beads, it will also be interesting to expand our studies to this case in order to quantify the role of particle rigidity on phagocytosis 14 . We also plan to study how cells divide when a large fraction of their volume is occupied by MPs. In Fig. 5B we see a cell division where all the particles are pushed to the cell periphery. Whereas the role of nanoparticles, which occupy a very small fraction of the cell volume, on the cell cycle is well studied, the effect of large beads is still unknown and may have implications in cancer proliferation.
The clearing of particles discussed here also plays a role in wound healing where macrophages and leucocytes clean wounds by elimination of dead cells, germs, and bacteria 15 . Another example is the clearing of lungs from inhaled carbon or mineral particles 8 . Finally, the collective clearing of MPs by migrating cells bears similarities with the phenomenon of autophagy, the self-eating of cells elucidated by Oshumi, who was awarded the Physiology Nobel prize in 2016. Striking parallels exist between the observations reported here and the phagocytosis of cell debris by the spreading precursor film we detected recently (Video S4). In this case too, migrating cells cleaned the substrate of all debris as they spread around the aggregate. Preparation of coated glass substrates. Circular glass coverslips (Diameter: 25 mm) were cleaned by sonication in ethanol (5 min) followed by drying at room temperature, and exposure to deep UV for 5 min. They were coated with a solution of fibronectin (0.1 mg/mL) in PBS (pH 7.4) for 1 h at room temperature. The coverslips were rinsed with PBS and used immediately.
Cell culture and aggregates preparation. Ecad-GFP cells were used throughout the study. They are murine sarcoma S180 cells stably transfected to express E-cadherin-GFP 16 . They were cultured at 37 °C under 95% air/5% CO2 atmosphere in a culture medium consisting of Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and antibiotics (100 μm/mL streptomycin and 100 U/ mL penicillin). The average volume (V cell = 1620 µm 3 ) of the cells was measured in the medium where they are spherical, before they spread on the substrate, and was estimated by measuring 100 cells. The average diameter of the first row of cells (d cell = 22 µm) in the spreading film was measured 15 h after aggregates have been deposited on a substrate, and was estimated by measuring 100 cells.
Upon reaching confluence, the cells were collected and treated for aggregation by the hanging droplet method 17 .
Aggregate spreading and imaging by bright field microscopy. A specific volume of a dispersion of the MPs in the medium of desired concentration, was placed on a fibronectin-coated glass coverslip fitted in a magnetic imaging chamber (Chamlide CMB, CM-B25-1) filled with CO 2 -equilibrated culture medium. After a given time, ranging from few minutes for silica particles and after a few hours for polystyrene particles, aggregates were deposited at random on the coated glass coverslip. The final volume of cultured medium was 1.5 mL. The chamber was sealed with mineral oil to prevent water evaporation and placed for viewing in an inverted microscope (TIRF AF 6000LX, Leica) equipped with a ×10 0.30 NA objective. Videos were recorded with a CCD camera (Photometrics Cascade 512B, Roper Scientific) at an acquisition rate of 1 frame every 10 min. Images were exported from the instrument software in TIFF format and visualized using the ImageJ software package v.1.46r (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).
Image analysis. The areas of the precursor films, A, were obtained by tracing by hand the contour (perimeter) of the films with ImageJ on bright field micrographs for all the types of particles. The values of A 0 were used to calculate R 0 . We approximate aggregates as spheres to calculate R 0 .
The area of a cell (A cell ) was determined by taking the average value of 100 apparent areas of spread cells in the aureole surrounding the precursor film. The MP surface concentrations φ S have been measured optically using the Threshold option of the ImageJ software 15 h after placing the aggregate on the substrate.
The widths, Δ, of the aureoles were determined from image analysis using the ImageJ software (outer and inner perimeters of the aureoles). For polystyrene particles, merged micrographs (bright field and fluorescence) were used to determine the areas. At a given time, areas were measured by tracing the contours of the spreading aggregate with and without the aureole. These areas give the values of the mean radii of the precursor films with and without the aureole. The difference between these 2 radii gives the mean value of the widths of the aureole, Δ, at a given time.
The volume fractions of the nucleus and the beads in cells were determined by confocal microscopy. Z-stacks of cells were performed with a distance of 0.25 μm between 2 consecutive micrographs. A Z-stack of the cytoskeleton and E-Cadherin was used to determine the perimeter of the cells. Other ones were used for the nucleus and for the fluorescent beads. For each picture of each Z-stack we measured the area of the cell (A cell ), the area of the nucleus (A nucleus ), and the area of the internalized beads (A bead ) using the threshold option of ImageJ. The volumes of the cells, nucleus, and internalized beads were calculated by summing elementary volumes between two successive images defined as the area (A cell A nucleus , and A bead , respectively) times 0.25 µm. 6 cells were analyzed for PsAmine200 beads and 12 cells in the case of PsCarbo1000.
